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Abstract 

 

Influencing customers through social media is a new form of marketing. Recently, there were studies on the Influence Maximization 

(IM) problem, which aimed to identify influencers that can spread influence to a wider audience. The complex social media network 

requires efficient IM algorithms, in which small improvements will lead to a performance boost. In this research, recent articles on IM 

were reviewed. This review aims to identify the current approaches, enhancements, factors, diffusion models, and objectives of IM. In 

typical IM formulation, a social network is represented as a graph with nodes (user) and edges (relation). There are graph-based and 

non-graph-based IM approaches. Graph-based IM approaches include greedy and heuristic algorithms. The objectives of IM studies 

were optimizations on large or complex networks, on unknown networks, using bandit, using relation impacts, or general optimization. 

IM algorithms were continuously getting better. However, there are aspects that are still improvable, i.e. pre-calculation, thresholds 

estimation, seeds selection, integration of neural networks, and more importantly, real-life validation methods. This study will help in 

identifying possible improvements based on current IM limitations. Effective IM methods will help business users to identify 

influencers more accurately. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 The recent growth of social media, especially Facebook and 

Instagram [1], caused the rise of influencers. An influencer is a 

user that is more central than others [2]. Influencer marketing has 

benefits compared to traditional marketing [3], i.e. trustworthy 

[4], and easily raises the need for a product [5]. Recently, there 

were studies on influence maximization (IM), intending to 

identify seeds set [6] that can reach a maximum number of users 

with minimum resources [7]. An IM algorithm uses simulation to 

diffuse influence [8].  

 This study aims to categorize the approaches and 

enhancements on IM, incorporated factors, diffusion models, and 

the objective of the IM algorithms. By doing the review, the 

limitations of recent IM algorithms can be identified and will help 

in identifying the possibilities for future work. The following 

questions were addressed, i.e. (R1) What are the categories of IM 

algorithms? (R2) What are the approaches, enhancements, 

incorporated factors, diffusion models, and objectives of IM 

algorithms? (R3) What are the limitations of current IM 

algorithms? This research is presented in the following sections, 

i.e. IM categorization, discussion, and limitations. 

 

2. IM Categorization 

 

 In recent studies, various combination of approach, 

enhancements, factors, and diffusion model has been used to 

meet certain objectives. The list of categorizations is presented in 

Table 1. IM is a NP-Hard problem [9], which usually solved 

using randomizations. There are two approaches of IM, i.e. 

graph-based and non-graph based. Recent studies usually come 

with enhancements in specific areas in the common IM 

algorithm. Commonly, graph-based is divided into greedy and 

heuristic [10], and hybrid which is the combination of both. 

Hybrid method such as TIM and TIM+ [11] used greedy for nodes 

selection, and heuristic approach prior to parameters estimation. 

To make IM more realistic, factors based on users and relations 

were incorporated. 

 

3. Graph-Based IM approach 

 

 On graph-based IM, a diffusion model is used to simulate the 

spread of influence. The widely used models are Independent 

Cascade (IC) and Linear Threshold (LT) models [9]. A social 

media is represented as a directed graph G (V, E), where V is 

node (user), and E is an edge (relationship, i.e. indegree/follower, 

and outdegree/following). Besides IC and LT, there are other 

models which add various social network properties in the 

simulation. Below is the summary of the diffusion models: 

- Independent Cascade (IC) [9]: At each time step t, each active 

node will be given a single chance to activate each of its 

followers, with a probability of Pu,v, where u is the source 

node, and v is the target node. If a node remains inactive in 

this time step, it can't be further activated in the future time 

steps. The Pu,v can be set to random or an arbitrary number. 

- Linear Threshold (LT) [9]: In this model, an edge has an 

influence weight, and each node has a threshold chosen 

uniformly at random. An inactive node will be activated if 

the sum of its incoming edges’ weight Wu,v exceeds its 

threshold Tu. This threshold is set to a uniform random 

number across all of the nodes. 
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Table 1 Categorization of Research on Influence Maximization 

 

Approach Algorithm Enhancements Incorporated Factor Objective 

 Graph-based: Greedy 

 Graph-based: Heuristic 

 Graph-based: Hybrid (greedy 

and heuristic) 

 Non-graph-based 

 Improving seeds selection  

 Improving node probing, or 

information propagation 

 Improve diffusion 

 Target-oriented 

 Use on multiple social 

networks 

 Assortativity 

 Budget 

 Incentive 

 Inducement 

 Multiple networks 

 Novelty decay 

 Product 

 Sentiment 

 Time/period 

 Topic 

 User statistics 

 Community structure 

 Optimization on large or 

complex networks 

 Optimization using bandit 

 Optimization on unknown 

network 

 Optimization using relation 

impact 

 Greedy improvement 

 Heuristic improvement 

 

- Weighted cascade (WC) [9]: Oftentimes, IC is referred as 

WC, and in fact, most studies were using WC. The WC (and 

also LT) model uses an inverse proportion of the number of 

followees as the edge weight, instead of random in IC model. 

- Game-based diffusion [10]: This model adds community 

aspects such as sociality, randomness, individual and group 

effect [12]. 

- Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) [13]: In this model, 

nodes can transition from S (susceptible) to I (Infected), and 

also vice versa (I to S), unlike only S to I in IC/LT models. 

- Rumor model [14]: This model adds a probability µ which 

can reduce the influence of the spreader. This is because a 

spreader can become more active upon receiving positive 

responses and vice versa. 

 
 Graph-based IM performance can be measured based on 

three criteria, i.e. influence spread, runtime, sometimes memory 

[7], or fairness benchmark [15]. Unfortunately, many variations 

of parameters and datasets were used in IM studies, which makes 

it hard to compare the performances. A study of performance 

comparison between 16 algorithms under IC model were studied 

by [16] using 100 datasets. The study found that methods based 

on adaptive degree centrality to be the best performer, however, 

with no large performance gap with other existing methods.  

 We categorize recent IM studies based on the main 

optimization. IM on large or complex networks address the 

dynamically growing or large networks, or various network 

properties. IM using bandit (or bandit-based IM) takes a different 

algorithmic approach in finding seeds set. Optimization on 

unknown networks is based on the idea of difficulties in getting 

social media data. IM using relation impacts focused on adding 

user-based properties to make IM more realistic. Lastly, general 

improvement means the enhancements of IM algorithms to 

improve theoretical performance. The IM studies are discussed 

in Sections 3.1 to 3.6. 

 

3.1 Optimization on large or complex networks 

 
 Optimization on large networks focused on memory, 

accuracy, and stability. To make these enhancements, some 

studies improved existing algorithms. The research on IM on 

large networks is described in Table 2. 

 Runtime enhancements were done in various ways. One of 

the earliest efficient algorithms, called CELF (cost-efficient lazy 

forward) [17] keeps the marginal gain of each node in each 

iteration. CELF++ algorithm [18] improved the runtime of CELF 

by 35-55%, by reducing the number of marginal gain calculation. 

ASIM algorithm [19] further improved the runtime of CELF++ 

by assigning influence score to each node, which makes it 6-8 

times faster than CELF++.  Collective influence (CI) algorithm 

[20, 21] calculates influence (CI value) based on distance ℓ from 

each node, instead of globally. 

 TIM algorithm [21] enhanced accuracy by using lower bound 

θ estimation and picking seeds that cover a large number of RR 

(reverse reachable) sets. IMM algorithm [22] improved the TIM 

algorithm by adding martingale estimation. Accuracy 

enhancements can also be done by using new diffusion models 

[23, 24], or adding factors [25, 26]. IM based on real diffusion 

cascade [23, 24] used simulation from actual data, instead of 

Monte Carlo. Stop-and-Stare (SSA) algorithm [27] is one of the 

state-of-the-art algorithms, with remarkable runtime (typically 

under one minute) and influence spread similar or better than 

IMM. More recently, DISCO algorithm [28] employed deep 

learning technique, and has a similar influence spread with SSA, 

with a faster runtime. However, DISCO requires a training phase 

which takes up to three days of execution depending on the 

network size. 

 Stability enhancement or robust IM formulation was also 

common, where the goal of IM is to find maximum influence 

over the entire uncertain models. Methods for robust IM were 

branch-and-cut algorithm [29], IM in hyperparametric models 

[30]. In terms of adding factors, there were budget for 

competitive marketing [25, 26], and user, product, timing, item 

[31]. 

 Complex network is another emerging area in IM, with a 

focus to increase the accuracy of seeds set identification to 

achieve the performance close to greedy algorithm [16]. Unlike 

trivial networks, modeling the social media connections into a 

graph will most likely produce complex networks, with some 

very high degree nodes and many low degree nodes [14]. The 

addition of centrality measures improved the IM performance in 

these studies, such as degree and closeness centrality measures 

[16], degree correlation [14], spreading influence related 

centrality (SIRC) based on multiple centrality indices [32]. The 

diffusion degree and maximum influence degree centrality 

measures [6] were based on the idea of reduced influence on 

increased distance. Overall, these centrality measures can 

improve many algorithms, even the less performant ones, by 2-

5% [16].  

 

3.2 Optimization using bandit 

 

 A bandit agent on IM learns from user activity changes, 

which aims to minimize regret. The bandit agent has a parameter 

of upper confidence bounds (UCB), which means a threshold of 

optimism in the uncertainty [33]. There is also cumulative regret 

function, in which less cumulative regret (loss of influenced 

nodes cumulated from every iteration) means more efficient. In 

contrast with a conventional IM approach, bandit-based IM is 

commonly benchmarked with the theoretical average regret 

value, instead of influence spread. There were various bandit-

based IM improvements, especially for the parameters, as shown 

in Table 3. 

 The seeds selection process can be improved by adding factor 

[34],  estimating  influence  diffusion [35],  estimating  activation  
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Table 2 Optimization on Large or Complex Network Research 

 

Approach/Method Ref, Year Enhancement Area Details 

CELF [17], 2007 Runtime Marginal gain calculation 

CELF++ [18], 2011 Runtime Reducing calculation 

ASIM [19], 2015 Runtime, memory Add influence score 

Collective Influence [20], 2015 Runtime - 

Improved Collective Influence [21], 2016 Runtime Remove redundancies in previous 

algorithm [19] 

TIM [11], 2014 Accuracy Usage of RR-sets 

IMM [22], 2015 Accuracy Martingale estimation 

Stop-and-Stare (SSA) [27], 2016 Accuracy, runtime Overlap of RR-sets 

Hyperparametric model [30], 2019 Stability - 

Branch-and-cut [29], 2019 Stability - 

Swarm intelligence based [23], 2018 Diffusion model Real diffusion cascade 

Adapt to dynamic network [24], 2018 Diffusion model Real diffusion cascade 

Competitive IM [25], 2019 Deep reinforcement - 

Competitive IM [26], 2019 Deep reinforcement - 

Continuous time diffusion [31], 2017 Add factors User, product, timing 

IM with centrality measures [6], 2014 Complex networks Diffusion degree and maximum infl. 

degree 

DISCO algorithm [28], 2019 Accuracy, runtime Deep learning and network 

embedding 

Performance comparisons between 

algorithms/datasets 

[16], 2019 Complex networks - 

IM with hybrid centrality [32], 2019 Complex networks SIRC 

IM on correlated networks [14], 2020 Complex networks, diffusion 

model, add factor 

Rumor diff. model, community 

structure factor 

 

Table 3 Optimization Using Bandit Research 

 

Approach/Method Ref, Year Enhancements 

  Cumulative 

regret 

UCB Seeds 

Selection 

Influence 

degree 

Scalability 

Learn changes in network size [35], 2018  v v   

Probabilities estimation [36], 2015 v v v   

Linear generalization [37], 2017 v v    

Factorization bandits [38], 2019 v  v   

Two-phase (offline, online) [39], 2015   v   

Turing estimator, diminishing influence [33], 2017  v  v  

ERR-sets to pick seeds [35], 2018   v  v 

Influence checkpoints [40], 2017    v v 

Partial feedback [41], 2017   v  v 

Calculation on network change  [42], 2017   v  v 

Add incentives factor [34], 2019   v   

 

Probabilities [36, 39]. Incentives [34] and assortativity [38] are 

among the added factors to replicate a real social network. Some 

bandit methods focused on network scalability [35, 40-42], which 

means new users are added during runtime. A limitation in these 

studies was the requirement to tune the parameters, i.e. ε in 

sampling phase [35], parameters k, β, N, L, U [40], delay α [41], 

and probability threshold η [42] that affect the tradeoff between 

performance and runtime. 

 

3.3 Optimization on unknown network 

 

 Capturing data using either web scraping or API often 

produces incomplete information, which produces an "unknown" 

network. Recent studies predicted the missing information based 

on the behavior of influential and neighboring nodes. There were 

other common features from social media that are still not used 

in this area such as fake accounts [43] and hashtags [44], which 

are studied in other social network research. 

 The idea of unknown graph IM is to predict the expected 

degree (or influence) of nodes. There were two main approaches, 

i.e. heuristic [45-47], or neural network [48]. In the heuristic 

approaches, predictions were based on neighbors [45], querying 

sequences of nodes [46], friendship paradox [47]. The neural 

network approach [48] used the behavior of nodes for diffusion 

training. 

 The heuristic approach, since it relies on randomizations, 

often introduces inconsistencies. The IMUG algorithm [45] 

optimized probing efficiency by spreading seeds to the highest 

expected degree nodes. However, it required a lot of iterations in 

the greedy part. The ARISEN [46], in contrast, required less 

iteration but needs tuning of q (activation probability), K (number 

of seeds), and query. The CHANGE algorithm [47] improved 

ARISEN by removing the query-based method and leverage a 

friendship paradox (a randomly chosen neighbor of a node tends 

to have a higher degree than the node itself). However, it was 

based on a specific youth network, which might not be suitable 

for others. 

 

3.4 Optimization using relation impacts 

 

 IM using relation impacts is relatable to the real world. 

Research on IM with relation impact can be described as shown 

in Table 4. In analyzing relation impact, recent research used 

several user factors, i.e. engagement, sentiment [49, 50], 

freeloaders [51], targeted ads [52]. Engagement in social media 

was described by different actions, i.e. user interaction [53], 

conversation   content   and   reply  [54],  assortativity,   the   joint  
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Table 4 IM using Relation Impact Research 

 

Approach/Method Ref, Year Enhancement Area Details 

Influence scoring on Twitter [53] Add Factors User interaction 

Influence scoring on Healthcare [54] Add Factors Reply immediacy 

Empirically motivated IM [55] Add Factors Assortativity, influence, susceptibility 

IM with balanced index (BI) & group 

performance index (GPI) 

[56] Add Factors Resistance, influence on second 

neighborhoods 

Evidential opinion-based IM [50] Add Factors Opinion 

OSIM and EaSyIM [57] Add Factors Opinion 

Negative-Aware IM [51] Add Factors Freeloader 

Personalized IM [52] Add Factors Targeted ads 

Modified PageRank algorithm [58] Add Factors Topic 

Topic-based Social Influence Measurement [59] Add Factors Topic 

Topic-aware IM (TIM) [60] Add Factors Topic 

Signed Voter model IM (SVIM) [49] Term-based, add factor Short and long-term IM, friend and foe 

IM with novelty decay (IMND) [61] Term-based, add factors Long-term IM, novelty decay factor 

 

 
 

Figure 1 General Improvement on Greedy Algorithms 

 

distribution of influence and susceptibility [55], resistance to 

influence and influence on second neighborhoods [56]. These 

factors are used to decide whether to activate nodes or not during 

the IM simulation. 

 Relation impact factors were proven to improve the 

performance of IM, such as, 21.7% influence propagation 

improvement [55], 70% of influence spread improvement [51], 

some improvements on performance and time complexity [56]. 

There were also studies using topic analysis, such as topic 

influence score based on Twitter message [58, 59], and topic 

learnt from connections data [60]. Some enhancements were 

used, such as skipping users with insignificant topic influence 

[68] by estimating threshold of influence spread.  

 There were also term-based IM studies, i.e. long-term IM 

(e.g. political campaign) and short-term IM (e.g. vote in election 

day). Examples of long-term IM algorithms are SVIM-L [49] and 

IM with novelty decay (repeated exposure that causes 

diminishing influence) [61]. An example of short-term influence 

is SVIM-S [49]. These "terms" are used to skip nodes with small 

influence in later iterations. The short-term IM can be suitable for 

identifying viral hashtags, which can occur at any time on a social 

network. 

 

3.5 General improvements on greedy algorithm 

 

 Commonly, greedy approaches have a major weakness, i.e. 

requires a lot of iterations [69]. It is derived from the first Greedy 

IM approach [9], which simulates each node to find the best 

influence spreader at every k (number of seeds). To mitigate this 

drawback, there were enhancements on seeds selection, the 

addition of factors, and improvement to existing algorithms, as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 Optimization on seeds selection was done using methods 

such as sampling [62], swarm intelligence [63], knapsack [64], 

pre-calculation [65]. A combination of heuristic and greedy was 

often done to achieve better results. The MATI algorithm [65] 

used greedy pre-calculation of possible paths and influence gain, 

and heuristic for approximations. Another example is the 

combination of candidate nodes sampling using a heuristic, and 

verification using greedy [62]. 

 There were improvements to existing algorithms, such as 

Lv_CELF and Lv_CELF++ [66], that improved CELF [17] and 

CELF++ [18]. It reduced the number of candidate seed nodes 

kept in table Q to reduce runtime. Further improvement was done 

by the Lv_MixedGreedy algorithm [67]. It used three strategies 

to reduce iterations, i.e. random live edge selection that replaces 

Monte Carlo, threshold θ, and strongly connected components. 

 

3.6 General improvements on heuristic algorithm 

 

 The goal of a heuristic approach is to achieve better stability. 

Improvements in this area include seeds selection, runtime 

improvements, target-based, the addition of factors, an 

improvement on diffusion models, analysis on multiple social 

networks, as shown in Figure 2. 

 There were various approaches used to enhance seeds 

selection, such as Chernoff bounds sampling [70], swarm 

optimization [71], influence of neighbors [72], group search [73], 

neural network (NN) [28, 74]. Some specific methods in this   

area  include  the  combination  of  SelectTopK,  RankedReplace 

[17] 

[18] 

[62] 

[63] 

[64] 

[65] 

[66] 

[66] 

[67] 
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Figure 2 General Improvement on Heuristic Algorithms 

 

and greedy [75]. Recently, studies that include neural networks 

in IM became more prominent. It was used for diffusion cascade 

training [74], or estimating the influence of nodes [28]. Seeds 

selection can be done in a single time period, different time 

periods [76], or specific time-bound [77]. Runtime improvement 

was done by keeping previous iterations results, such as in 

IMRank [78].  

 The addition of factors in information propagation was also 

done on heuristic algorithms, such as inducements and incentives 

[79], privacy protection [80], cumulative impact [81]. 

Cumulative impact calculation was used to adapt to the fact that 

users need to be impacted multiple times before buying a product. 

 There were studies that analyzed users on multiple social 

networks, such as in [82]. However, the limitation here was the 

performance degrade as the number of overlapping users 

increase. Another research [83, 84] focused on influence scoring 

on users on multiple social networks. Some studies proposed new 

diffusion models to adapt to users' behavior. Game-based 

diffusion [10] adapts users’ rational and irrational decisions that 

can be caused by friends' influence. Information diffusion 

tracking [85] captured direct and indirect influences. 

 

4. Non-Graph based IM approach 

 

 Viral marketing is the key problem to be solved using IM 

[86], so ideally, the graph approach is more suitable. The impact 

of the relations in the network can be acquired by simulating 

influence diffusion. Research also showed that influence effect is 

chaining, e.g. friends' influence [87], connection density [88]. 

Despite the limitations, there were non-graph approaches for IM, 

such as user statistics based [83, 89], machine learning [90], 

evolutionary algorithms [91], and swarm intelligence [23]. Some 

limitations include no measurement of influence spread [89] [83], 

local optimum [23]. 

 Non graph-based IM methods are more focused on finding 

top ranked influencers individually, instead of a set of 

influencers, which doesn't require diffusion models. More 

practical metrics were used, such as engagement [89], post 

reactions [83], users similarity [90]. Compared to influence 

spread metric, which is theoretical, these metrics can be more 

useful especially in a small campaign. The IM with evolutionary 

algorithm [91] was one of the state-of-the-art non-graph IM, with 

performance almost similar to greedy, but with a much faster 

runtime. However, recent graph-based IM algorithms didn't 

suffer slow runtimes anymore, such as SSA [27] which typically 

runs under a minute on a billion-scale network. 

 

5. IM Algorithms limitations 

 

 In this section, limitations or possible improvements on 

existing research are presented in Table 5. On IM research, 

continuous improvements were always made by researchers. 

[28] 
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Table 5 Analysis of Current IM Limitations 

 

Category Identified Problem Limitations 

IM Optimization on Large or 

Complex Network 

Existing solutions may not scale as the network 

become larger, or lacked real-life social 

network properties 

Pre-calculations or keeping previous results 

use more RAM. Validation based on ground 

truth data still has to be improved. 

IM Optimization Using 

Bandit 

Conventional IM approach and diffusion 

models did not incorporate node-level and 

edge-level feedbacks 

Bandit-based IM is often more algorithmically 

complicated than conventional IM approach 

IM Optimization on 

Unknown Graph 

Existing solutions relied on a full graph which 

is difficult to obtain 

Relied on thresholds, stability on different 

cases was untested 

IM Optimization Using 

Relation Impacts 

Existing solutions only analyzed influence 

diffusion based only on following/follower, 

that may not be realistic to the real world 

Some other factors can still be added or 

improved, i.e. sentiment, a chain of topic 

similarity, fake account. Validation based on 

ground truth data still has to be improved. 

General Improvements on 

Greedy Approach 

Existing solutions can't adapt well on different 

scenarios, existing solutions have calculation 

redundancies 

Solutions that used pre-calculations or keeping 

previous results may add more RAM usage 

General Improvements on 

Heuristic Approach 

Existing solutions can't adapt well on different 

scenarios, existing solutions have calculation 

redundancies 

Relied on approximations. Pre-calculation can 

be added to improve, but it may degrade 

performance. 

Non-graph IM (machine 

learning, statistics, AI) 

Existing solutions were not fast enough, and 

mostly relied on a graph which is difficult to 

obtain 

Subject to local optimum, or cannot adapt well 

with various properties on social network 

 

 Another common issue in IM and other network science 

studies is network noise, which can be caused by opinion 

polarity, emergence of technology [92], and virality caused by 

only a few early adopters [93]. Simulating IM without noise 

assumes a perfect connection between users. Network noise can 

disrupt the sub modularity of IM [94]. In recent studies, noise was 

generated by using Ising model [92] and shuffling edges [93]. 

Overall, various experiments of noise parameters in these studies 

showed that noise can greatly affect the performance of IM. Even 

though noise is inspired by real-world scenario, validation using 

ground truth data still lacked in these studies. 

 

6. Discussion 

 

 In this research, recent studies on influence maximization 

(IM) on social media were reviewed. Graph-based IM was first 

coined by Kempe, et.al. [9], which usually consist of 2 ideas, i.e. 

(1) Technique to choose most influential nodes (seeds set) on the 

network that can spread influence faster to a wider audience, (2) 

Technique to diffuse information. Most of the recent studies were 

the combination of greedy and heuristic techniques. Greedy 

approach is mostly used for nodes selection, which has a high 

computational cost but also high theoretical warranty. Heuristic 

approach aims to increase efficiency, such as calculation before 

parameters estimation [11], node ranking [75], estimating node's 

degree [45], etc. 

 There were also non-graph techniques, which is fast and 

simple, and can be as accurate as graph techniques [91]. 

However, with the emergence of fast graph IM techniques [27, 

28], runtime of IM algorithm is not an issue anymore. Graph-

based IM is more robust and scalable, which can adapt to various 

network properties such as noise [93], dynamic network [24], 

term-based IM [49], decaying influence [61], multiple social 

networks analysis [82] [84], direct and indirect influence [85], 

etc. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

 Recent studies in Influence Maximization (IM) can be 

categorized based on the main optimizations, i.e. on 

large/complex network, using bandit, on unknown network, 

using relation impacts, and general optimization. There were 

plenty of enhancements in IM algorithms in recent research, i.e. 

pre-calculations, thresholds estimation, information diffusion 

technique, seeds selection. However, parameters in IM, i.e. 

propagation probability (for IC model), threshold (in LT model), 

as well as other algorithm-specific parameters need to be tuned 

to get an optimal result. Sometimes, it's necessary to find a 

balance between influence spread and runtime by tuning 

parameters manually. Only a few algorithms did an automated 

tuning process, by using learning. 

 Most of IM studies measured performance based on the 

theoretical result, i.e. the influence spread. Studies under the 

category of general greedy and heuristic optimizations were 

mostly focused on the algorithmic enhancements to improve 

theoretical results. Research under IM on large/complex network 

and optimization using bandit studied various network 

properties, such as noise, epidemic model, competitive IM, to 

mimic information diffusion in real-life as much as possible. 

Studies in IM optimization using relation impacts have added 

multiple relation aspects such as engagement, resistance, 

susceptibility. 

 Despite the addition of relation impacts and network 

properties, real-life validation is still a missing factor. A recent 

study used retweet chains as the validation method [74], 

however, retweet (or repost) data is not natively available or 

widely-used on other social networks, such as Instagram, 

YouTube, Facebook. Open questions to be addressed in future 

research are "how much is the correlation between the activated 

users (from the diffusion models) with the actual users influenced 

in real-life?" and "how to deal with inactive or spammy users in 

real-life?". 
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